Experiments In Spirituality
Spiritual energy is something that sets right the chaos and brings back the order.
An acid test of such an energy would be to try to make it work on a chaos.
Physical and mental energy can both carry chaos. Stock markets represent
chaotic mental behavior. In the case of physical energy heat energy is a chaotic
energy. A good system for studying the effects of spiritual energy would be such
chaotic ones.
I am encouraged by the results of using spiritual energy on health problems. I
have a basic idea of how it works. I am trying to form similar understanding here. I
am sure the results of these experiments would provide valuable insights into the
mechanics of reality and further the bridging of scientific and spiritual knowledge.
Here’s a link to discussions going on:
http://www.tamilbrahmins.com/showthread.php?t=30523

1. Stock Markets
Since spirituality is about setting right things in the long term, I would focus my
attention on those time horizons. I would also focus on those companies that
would have the largest impact on the economy.
So I would suggest that certain stocks would be influenced and would appreciate
in value much more than the NIFTY index, in the medium to long term. I will
work on the factors that affect the stocks performance.
Stocks Recommended Now (Feb 3, 2016), Oct 3 2016, Annual rate of return (%)
1. Infosys 1144,1038, `-13.5
2. Dr.Reddy’’s Lab 2974,3107, +6.8

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

ICICI 186,252, +51
Canara Bank 180,308, +105
Narayana Hrudayalaya 320,333, +6
Apollo hospitals1478,1313. -16
Future Retail 159 , 150 , *
Tata steel 243,374, +79

Net Annual rate of return - +40% , Annual return of Nifty 50 during the same
period - +25%
*- Future retail not included because the stock traded only from August.

2. Controlling Temperatures
This is another large scale experiment. I would like to study whether spiritual
power can exert influence over this. Again, I would give my reasons in the case of
either success or failure.
I will choose Chennai and try to bring down the temperature, specifically this
summer from March – July 2016. But I think the effects would be on a more
permanent basis. Let us wait and see.
The goal is to bring down the temperature at least 1 degree C below the normal
for these months.
My rationale for why it is not an undue influence of nature: The temperatures is
going in the direction of one extreme and in an undesirable way and so very likely
against nature. This is mostly because of man made causes. So restoring order
here would be right.
The Indian stock markets though maturing is still unduly chaotic.
So let us see if both come back to normal.

